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112 short-period seismographs were set up in the 400km2 area of Pingtan Island and its
surrounding areas in Fujian． The combined observations of the airgun source and ambient
noise source were carried out using a dense array to receive the 387 airgun signals excited
around the island and one month of continuous ambient noise recording． The 1-D P-wave
and S-wave shallow velocity model of Pingtan Island is obtained by the inversion of the
airgun body wave’s first arrival time data，and the reliability of the velocity model is
verified by using the surface wave phase velocity dispersion curve，which can provide
initial model for subsequent 3-D imaging． The experimental results show that this
experiment is a successful demonstration of local scale green non-destructive detection，
which can provide basic data for shallow surface structure research and strong vibration
simulation of the Pingtan Island．
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INTＲODUCTION

The Pingtan Island is the largest and most easterly island among the islands along the



southeast coast of Fujian． It borders the Taiwan Strait in the east and the Haitan Strait in the west．
The geographical coordinates are 25°15' －25°45'N，and 119°32' －120°10'E． In 2009，Pingtan
established a comprehensive experimental zone and gradually developed into the core area for the
development of the Straits Economic Zone． The geological structure of Pingtan Island is shown in
Fig．1． It can be seen from Fig．1 that Pingtan Island is located at the northern end of the Pingtan-
Dongshan metamorphic belt． It is a typical sea-eroded landform． The terrain is dominated by
plains and hills，and the coastline is tortuous． The island mainly exhibits Cretaceous volcanic
rocks ( K1 ) and Jurassic metamorphism ( J3 ) and Yanshanian granite ( Huang Yusheng，1995; Li
Wuxian，1999 ) ． It developed a Quaternary system in the Gulf Plain and the inter-mountain
depression，which is a marine-continental interaction and continental deposition，not integrated in
the Yanshanian granites and Pre-Quaternary Strata ( Fujian Institute of Geological Survey，2016) ．
The island only develops a NE-trending fault，mainly located in the northern and central parts of
Pingtan Island，and belongs to the Changle-Nan’ao fault zone． The east side is the littoral fault
zone，and the scale of the fault is long and extensive ( Huang Zhao et al．，2006) ． In 1574，the
MS5. 8 destructive earthquake occurred on the Pingtan section of the littoral fault zone．

At present，the digital information of urban geosciences is mainly concentrated on the surface
of the earth，and there are few digital studies on the geological structures below the surface
( Wang Weitao et al．，2018 ) ． The construction of three-dimensional maps of the urban
underground，especially the construction of fine structure maps of shallow strata，is of great
significance for the simulation of strong urban earthquakes and the evaluation of engineering and
building safety，which can minimize the harm of casualties and social economy development
caused by natural disasters ( Chen Yong et al．，2003) ． The delineation of the fine structure of the
shallow crust depends on local detection，whose horizontal range is usually 1-20km，and the
detection depth is generally about 5km from the surface to the ground． The main purpose of the
research involves resource development and utilization，urban underground space development
and urban ground building disaster reduction and disaster prevention，etc． ( Chen Yong et
al．，2017) ． According to the type of detected source，local scale detection can be divided into
passive source detection and active source detection． Passive source detection is dominated by
natural earthquakes and ambient noise． Although natural earthquakes have strong energy，the
uncontrollable factors such as the limitations of space-time distribution limit their application in
local scale detection ( Chen Yong et al．，2017 ) ． In recent years，the use of high-frequency
surface wave ambient noise tomography to detect shallow crustal structures is widely used ( Picozzi
M． et al．，2009; Huang Y． C． et al．，2010; Pilz M． et al．，2012; Lin Fanchi et al．，2013;
Shirzad T． et al．，2014; Fang Hongjian et al．，2015，Li Cheng et al．，2016) ． In terms of active
source detection，considering environmental and safety factors，the explosive source is no longer
suitable for detecting shallow crustal structures in urban areas． When the study area is adjacent to
the ocean，the green large-capacity airgun source becomes an effective tool for nondestructive
detection of shallow crust structures ( Zollo A． et al．，2003; Evangelidis C． P． et al．，2004;
Majdański M． et al．，2008; Paulatto M． et al．，2010; Shalev E． et al．，2010; Paulatto M． et al．，
2012; García-Yeguas A． et al．，2012; Zhang Yunpeng et al．，2016) ．

In view of this，in 2018，the Fujian Earthquake Agency organized a dense array observation
experiment of near-surface shallow structures in Pingtan Island． Taking the “Yanping No． 2”
scientific research ship as the large-capacity airgun source carrier ring of the Pingtan Island
voyage type excitation operation，they deployed the dense array to receive the airgun body wave
signal，and continuously observed the dense array for one month to obtain the ambient noise
signal． It is proposed that high-resolution 3-D image of shallow fine structure be obtained by
means of joint imaging of the active source and passive source，so as to achieve the goal of
constructing a 3-D underground map of the Pingtan comprehensive experimental area． This paper
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mainly summarizes and introduces the observation system，data processing and preliminary
construction of the shallow 1-D velocity model of this experiment，and provides basic data for the
subsequent three-dimensional research work．

Fig．1 The Pingtan geological map

1 EXPEＲIMENT

This experiment uses the Pingtan Island dense array to carry out joint observations of airgun
and ambient noise． Fig．2 is the observation system diagram，in which the red pentagram is the
Pingtan Island dense array and the blue line is the sea navigation survey line．

The Pingtan Island dense array consists of 112 portable seismographs QS － 05A－ 1 ( 5s ～
250Hz) ． The sampling rate of the instrument is 100Hz，which is evenly distributed throughout the
Pingtan Island and surrounding area，where the average station spacing is approximately 2km． In
order to ensure the reliability of the final data acquisition，the array layout includes the previous
array design，point survey and consistency test，as well as subsequent field layout，inspection，
rotation and recycling instruments． Considering the factors such as the tightness of the seal and the
convenience of the rotation of the instrument， the waterproof cover sleeve is designed
independently． When the layout is set，the sleeve is placed in the pit and compacted，and then
the instrument is placed in the sleeve for horizontal alignment，north adjustment and clock
adjustment，etc．，it is finally buried in the soil layer and realizes the process layout．

The airgun source consists of six 1500 LL bolt airgun array with a total volume of 12，000in3

( Jin Zhen et al．，2018 ) ． The“Yanping No． 2”scientific research ship circle Pingtan Island
escaping the sea to excite the airgun signal． Among them，the PT01 line near the island has a
total of 195 shots． The length of the route is 47. 33km，the average gun spacing is 244m． And the
PT02 line far from the island，a total of 192 shots were excited，with a length of 47. 55km and an
average shot spacing of 249m． The ambient noise data is waveform records obtained by successive
observations of the dense array for one month．
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Fig．2 Observing system

2 DATA PＲOCESSING

2. 1 Airgun Source Data

Firstly，the airgun waveform data is derived from the SD card of the portable seismograph． In
the form of a common receiving point，the waveform data of －20－120s is intercepted according to
the airgun excitation time，and converted into an international common SEGY format and stored in
the database． Before the seismic phase picking，the profile is de-trending，de-mean，phase-free
digital filter 3－7Hz filtering and normalization pre-processing ( Xu Jiajun et al．，2016) ．

The common receiving point profile is drawn according to the reduced velocity ( 6km /s) to
obtain a P-wave Z-channel recording sectional view，wherein Fig．3( a) is the P054 station on the
PT01 line， and Fig．4( a) is the P103 station around the PT02 line． According to the
characteristics of the seismic phase，through the phase comparison and analysis，the first arrival
Pg phase can be clearly identified by using the chase record． The Pg phase is a refraction wave
from the crystalline basal layer． The energy in the near field is strong and the phase is continuous，
which can be continuously tracked． However，limited by the offset of the observing system，it is
only traced to about 45km． As can be seen from the cross-sectional view ( Fig．3( a) ，Fig．4( a) ) ，
the Pg phase reduced travel time curve is parallel to the X-axis as a whole，indicating that its
average apparent velocity is close to the reduced velocity ( 6km /s) ． However，at 24－27km and
27－33km，the reduced travel time shows obvious hysteresis compared the positions of the two
sides，that is，the local velocity structure is different． From the scatter plot of the Pg( Fig．5( a) ) ，
it can be seen that the 22629 Pg phases picked up are relatively concentrated，the reduced travel
time is between 0. 07－0. 70s，and the average reduced travel time is 0. 33s．

The common receiving point profile is drawn at the reduced velocity ( 3. 46km /s) to obtain a
cross-sectional view of the S-wave Z-channel recording ( Fig．3 ( b) ，Fig．4 ( b) ) ． As can be seen
from the cross-sectional view，the S-wave energy is significantly weaker than the P-wave compared
to the P-wave． Similar to the P-wave，the farthest offset is about 45km，and the travel time curve
is parallel to the X axis． The reduced travel time is also relatively delayed at 24 － 27km and
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27－33km．From the scatter plot of the Sg ( Fig．5 ( b) ) ，it can be seen that the 21532 Sg phases
picked up are relatively concentrated，the reduced travel time is between 0. 00－0. 70s，and the
average reduced travel time is 0. 35s．

Fig ．3 Ｒecorded section and first arrival phase of P054 station in PT01 line
( a) Ｒeduced velocity 6km /s．( b) Ｒeduced velocity 3. 46km /s

2. 2 Ambient Noise Source Data

First，re-sampling，de-mean，de-trending，band-pass filtering，time domain normalization
and spectral whitening are performed on the daily vertical component waveform data of each
station in the array． The ambient noise is cross-correlated in the same time period at each station
pair，and the results of one month are superimposed to obtain the Ｒayleigh surface wave empirical
Green’s function with high signal-to-noise ratio at each station pair ( Fig．7) ．

3 SHALLOW 1-D VELOCITY MODEL

3. 1 Model Construction

Using the picked Pg and Sg airgun travel time data，the shallow surface velocity and
corresponding depth of the study area are given according to the WH method travel time inversion
calculation ( Department of Scientific Programming and Earthquake Monitoring，SSB，1988;
Wang Shuaijun et al．，2007; Li Pei et al．，2015) ，to obtain the 1-D P-wave and S-wave shallow
velocity model in the region and the corresponding wave velocity ratio and Poisson’s ratio ( Fig．
8) ． The wave velocity ratio ranges from 1. 64 to 1. 73，the Poisson’s ratio is between 0. 20 and
0. 25，and the average Poisson’s ratio is 0. 23． It can be seen from the fitting effect diagrams of
P-wave and S-wave ( Fig．5，Fig．6) that the theoretical travel time curve is close to the average
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Fig．4 Ｒecorded section and first arrival phase of P103 station in PT02 line
( a) Ｒeduced velocity 6km /s．( b) Ｒeduced velocity 3. 46km /s

Fig．5 Fitting effect of Pg phase travel time
( a) Travel time of seismic phase and fitting curve． ( b) Histogram of residual distribution

distribution of observation values，and the Pg and Sg travel time residuals are 0. 08s and 0. 11s，
respectively． The travel residual distribution approximates a normal distribution．

3. 2 Surface Wave Verification

According to the velocity model，the depth-sensitive kernels of the phase velocity of the
fundamental Ｒayleigh surface wave with different periodicity can be obtained ( Fig．9) ． It can be
seen from the Figure that the dispersion of the surface wave mainly depends on S-wave velocity．
The longer the period，the deeper the sensitivity depth，and the shallow portion is equally
sensitive to P-wave and density in a short-period．
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Fig．6 Fitting effect of Sg phase travel time
( a) Travel time of seismic phase and fitting curve ( b) Histogram of residual distribution

The theoretical phase velocity dispersion curve of the velocity model is then calculated and
compared with the actual average phase velocity dispersion curve． As can be seen from Fig．10，
the degree of agreement between the two is higher． Therefore，the reliability of the Pingtan shallow
1-D velocity model obtained in this paper is verified to be high．

Fig．7 Ｒayleigh wave experience Green’s function

Fig．8 P-wave and S-wave velocity model，wave velocity ratio and Poisson’s ratio
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Fig．9 Deep-sensitive kernels of P-wave and S-wave velocity and density for fundamental
Ｒayleigh wave velocity in different periodic

Fig．10 Fundamental Ｒayleigh wave phase velocity dispersion curve

3 DISCUSSION

The body wave shallow velocity of the study area is relatively high，which is similar to the
results of Cai Huiteng et al． ( 2015) and Chen Kaixun et al． ( 2016) ． It is believed that the upper
crust of the Pingtan-Dongshan metamorphic belt in Fujian is at a high-velocity anomaly，and it is
assumed that the Quaternary sedimentary strata in the area are relatively thin or the crystallization
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depth of the crystalline base is shallow，which may be related to the volcanic eruption and magma
intrusion and the crustal uplift in the area，leading to large areas of volcanic rocks and granite
exposure． The overall Poisson’s ratio of the upper crust in the study area is low ( all less than
0. 25) ，which may be due to the study area located in the South China continental margin
orogenic belt． Under the action of orogenic movement，the crustal movement forms the Pingtan-
Dongshan shear tectonic belt ( Cui Jianjun et al．，2013) ，it is speculated that the composition of
the continental crust is transformed into granite-based，and the upper crust may be a long-ying
acidic，medium-acid rock ( Huang Hui et al．，1990) ．

4 CONCLUSION

In this paper，from the high-volume，high-quality observation data obtained from the shallow
surface fine structure detection experiment of Pingtan Island in Fujian，the Pingtan average 1-D
shallow velocity model was obtained based on the body wave data，and the reliability was verified
by surface wave data，which provides a reliable initial model for subsequent three-dimensional
high-precision imaging in this area．

Fine detection of urban shallow surface by green non-destructive detection is helpful to
construct a three-dimensional map of the urban shallow underground， which is of great
significance to the utilization of urban underground space，the simulation of strong earthquakes
and the risk assessment of earthquake disasters． The Pingtan Island shallow fine structure
detection experiment is the first attempt in China to detect urban shallow fine structures based on
a dense array combined airgun source and ambient noise source at the urban scale． The success of
the detection experiment has a demonstrative effect on promoting similar work．
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